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HEY SPARTANS,

School is off to a fantastic start, and all of Memorial’s activities
and clubs are underway.

Freshmen, make sure you find clubs to join, attend our games, and be involved! High school life
is amazing if you submerge yourself in student life
and show your Spartan spirit!
Homecoming is coming soon, so whether you
are planning to go or not, I encourage you to attend all the events that are leading up the dance
(more in the Student Life section) and participate in
dress up days! The first dance of the year is always a
blast, and everyone is looking forward to this year’s
theme: “The Greatest.” We are excited to see how
the senior class officers pull it off.
DENEY LI
Fall is officially here, along with sweater weather
and the Pumpkin Spice season. Memorial is full of
Student Life Editor
sneezing students and runny noses, so remember
to dress warmly and try not to get sick! As school
picks up its pace, it’s best to not miss out on classes.
Take some time to relax and enjoy the fall weather, before the snow
comes and the weather becomes only suitable for penguins!
STUDENT LIFE

4 // Personalized
Pathways

An interview with an
anonymous student.

5 // Updates from
Spartan Youth Service

JMM’s largest volunteering club.

5 // Almost Maine

The fall play coming to
our JMM Theater.

NEWS

ARTS & ENTER.

8 // Deferred Action 10 // Emmys Recap
Childhood Arrivals The 69th Emmy Awards
Get the details on
Trump’s controversial
decision.

9 // Ice Age Falls
House Explosion

A shocking incident that
revealed an even more
shocking story.

9 // Hurricane Season 2017

hosted by Stephen Colbert.

11 // What Kind of
Salad Are You?

A tasty personality quiz.

12 // Horoscopes
Your forecast for the
month of October.

13 // Metroid Game
Review

An exciting new game by
Harvey, Irma, Jose,
Nintendo.
Maria, and Lee cause
devastation.
14 // October Artist
The first school dance for
9
//
Tribute
to
Edith
of the Month
this year.
An interview with Sarah
Windsor
6 // Elementary
Schofield
Celebrating
the
LGBT
Outreach Program
rights
activist.
15 // Fall Themed
Volunteer in Madison

6 // Homecoming:
“The Greatest”

Crossword

schools.

7 // National Bullying Prevention
Month

Participate in the worldwide campaign.

7 // Le Club

Memorial’s French club.
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Can you get all the clues?

16 // Puzzles

Word search, sudoku,
ken ken, maze

SPORTS

OPINIONS

19 // Tennis: Serving 22 // NFL and
Our Way Through Trump
Is it disrespectful to take a
the Season
An exciting recap of JMM knee during the national
anthem?
girls’ tennis team.

25 // Is Climate
Zack Wollen, Megan
Change Behind the
McMahon, Callum FetRecent String of
tiplace, Corra Griffin, and Hurricanes?
20 // Prep Profiles

Shaah Kanhialal

Read our two opposing
opinions and go to our
website to take the poll.

Oct.
2017

What’s happening

THIS MONTH at JMM?

1
2
3
4
5

Junior Parent Night @7pm

6
7

SAT Exam

8
9

Fall play
Almost, Maine
@7:30pm on 10/20,
21, 26, 27, 28

10
11

Light of Life Walk @6pm
PSAT Exam

12

HOMECOMING Dance
Theme is “The Greatest”

13
14

All Orchestras Concert @7:30pm

15

Photo Retake @7:30am

16

Memorial Black Parent Council @6pm

17

Memorial All Choirs Concert @7:30pm

18

Scholarship Night @7

19

Latino Parent Meeting @6pm

20

Last day to drop classes for 1st semester
Make sure you talk to your counselor!

21
22
23
24

Memorial Band Concert @7:30pm

25

Q&A With Jay @7pm

26
27

NO SCHOOL - Staff Only

28

ACT Exam

29
30
31

Halloween

Immigration Migraration Open House
9th graders present their projects.
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STUDENT LIFE

INTERVIEW
By Anika Sanyal

The personalized pathways are
programs that are designed to further
the understanding of students in a
particular subject. Students in the
pathway programs learn about their
interest and potential career in the
majority of their classes. Currently,
Memorial offers the health service
pathway, which is an option available
to only incoming freshman this year.
Here’s what a student, who prefers to
remain anonymous, in the pathways
thinks of it so far:

what you would receive in your
regular classes?
Not really, because the curriculum
is mostly the same, except they include medical aspects.
How has the pathways program
affected you socially? Has it enabled you to make more friends?
Yes. I’ve made some new friends,
which is good because none of my
existing friends are in the pathways.
Has it limited you socially?
It’s good that I’ve made new friends,
but sometimes in class you feel lonely
if you don’t know anybody.

What pathway classes are you
taking this year?
All the academic classes: math, science, history, and english. And the
health elective which you have to
take, which is Health Science Exploration.

Do you regret joining the pathways?
Sometimes I do regret it, but other
times I think that it may help me with
[what I want to do in] college because
I want to be a doctor.

How do your pathway classes differ from your regular classes?
Basically, they are like my regular
classes, except the classes have the
themes of health and science tied into
it.

What other skills do you think
being in the pathways will help
you learn?
It will help with college and what
I’ll major in. It’ll help me with teamwork skills as well because we do a lot
of team building exercises.

Is the homework load more than

Has the pathways program lim-
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ited you in your exposure to other
subjects?
I don’t think so.
What are your least favorite
things about the pathways program?
The health and science elective
that we have to take is a bit boring.
We also do a lot of career stuff, such
as ACP (academic career planning),
which is very boring.
How has your overall pathways
experience been so far?
It has been good because I’ve met
new people and I get to interact with
them. It’s also nice because my history
class is a lot smaller, so the teachers
can get to know me better and help
me more.
Would you recommend the
pathways to future students? If so,
who would you recommend it to
and who would you not recommend it to?
[I would recommend it to] people
who have no clue about what they
want to do because you can always
drop out after a year if you don’t
like it. I would also reccomend it to
people who want to go into medicine.

UPDATES
FROM
SPARTAN
YOUTH
SERVICE

By Devika Kamath
Do you like spending
time with people? Helping out in the community? Getting involved in
school activities? Then
Spartan Youth Service is
the club for you! Spartan
Youth Service has had a
successful first month!
We hope to keep this
success going throughout
the whole year. We have
many new members and
lots of events for everyone. This past month we
had fun events like the
Zoo Fun Run at the Henry
Vilas Zoo, Reach A Child,
Diaper Dash 5k run, and
so much more. Any of
these sound interesting to
you? Then it is time for

you to sign up. We meet
in the Wisconsin neighborhood every Wednesday
after school at 3:45. Snack
is provided and meetings
run for half hour where
you will have time to sign
up for fun events with
your friends. Make sure to
grab a registration form
when you come. You can
join SYS anytime during
the year, which means
if you play a sport you
can still be a part of this
amazing club. If you are
a freshman and you want
to be a part of the SYS
board, join soon so you
can be a part of the freshman board elections. It is
our job as Spartans to help
our community become
a better place and make
ourselves better people...
Make sure to follow us on
Instagram (jmm.sys) and
Facebook (JMM SYS) for
any updates and upcoming
events. Hope to see you
next week!

ALMOST, MAINE
By Leah Vredenbregt

Memorial Theater Company’s fall
production, Almost, Maine, is hoping
to sweep you off your feet and make
you fall in love. Set in a tiny northern Maine town, Almost, Maine tells
the story of different couples in various stages of their love for each other.
MTC is welcoming Katrina Brunner,
drama director at Edgewood High
School, to the program as director
this year. She is thrilled to be working
with everyone here at Memorial. MTC
invites you to come see this wonderful
production October 20, 21, 26, 27, and
28 at 7:30.

Tickets will go on sale October 16 at
lunch and can also be bought at the
door. All tickets are first-come firstserved general seating and all tickets
cost $5.

SPARTAN YOUTH SERVICE
WEDNESDAYS AT 3:45PM IN
THE WISCONSIN

October Sword & Shield 2017
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HOMECOMING: “THE
GREATEST”

By Ruchi Shah and Amisha Talati
Hey Spartans! It’s almost that time of year
again: Homecoming Week! This year Homecoming will be during the week of October 9th14th, with the dance on Saturday, October 14th
in the main gym. The Senior Class Officers Alex
Wowk, Roark Lundahl, Erin Fennessy, and Ian
Virtue have planned the theme based on Sia’s
famous song “The Greatest!” I guess we’ll have
to wait and find out how they portray one of her
greatest hits. They have also come up with some
pretty fantastic dress up days during that week:
Be sure to participate every day to show your
school spirit! Like every year, the windows by
the cafeteria will be painted and the banners
will be decorated by the officers of each class.
We can expect some other spectacular events
as well! On October 11th, The Spartan Light of
Life Walk will take place at Mansfield Stadium.
This walk is sponsored by the Youth Service
and only costs $5 to participate. Also, this year
we will be lucky to witness the lovely staff of
JMM go head to head against the students in the
Student vs. Staff Kickball game, which will take
place right after The Light of Life Walk.
In addition, the Pep Rally will take place on
Friday, October 13th in the main gym during
the last hour of school. Although, it is optional
to go, we highly recommend you attend. During the Pep Rally, students from all four classes
will be competing against each other in various
activities such as tug of war and exciting relays.
Following the Pep Rally, the big Homecoming football game against Beloit will take place
in the evening at Mansfield Stadium. Tickets
are only $3. To finish off this glorious week,
we have the Homecoming Dance on Saturday
October 14th from 8:30-11:30pm. Tickets are
only $10. Bring a wonderful date or go solo and
have a blast with your friends! Either way, make
sure to dance the night away. Have a wonderful
homecoming week and make sure to show some
school spirit!
Dress up days >
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ELEMENTARY OUTREACH
PROGRAM

By Deney Li
Working with kids is an amazing and enjoyable experience,
especially with younger elementary students. The Elementary
Outreach Program is officially kicking off this year, offering
weekly volunteer partnerships with elementary school students.
The program works with a total of 15 elementary schools and
3 community centers in the Madison area and is now looking
for student volunteers to help out after school and volunteer to
tutor students at these schools! Some possible activities include
reading with a child, helping students complete homework, or
simply talking to them about high school life!
The volunteering will take place after school, and be around
an hour each week. Schedules are completely flexible, and the
program will assign you to a school of your choice!
Contact Deney Li at hli@madison.k12.wi.us for more information!

Visit our site for
more exciting news!

www.jmmswordandshield.com

MONDAY: Hawaiian
TUESDAY: Monochromatic →
Freshmen - Red
Sophomores - Blue
Juniors - Yellow
Seniors - Gray
Staff - Black
WEDNESDAY: Retro → 60s, 70s,
80s
THURSDAY: USA
FRIDAY: Spartan Spirit

NATIONAL BULLYING PREVENTION MONTH

By Shruti Sathish
Every October, thousands of schools, organizations,
and individuals come together to raise awareness for
bullying and cyberbullying prevention. Bullying Prevention Awareness month was created by PACER’s (Parent
Advocacy Commision for Educational Rights) National
Bullying Prevention Center in October 2006.
The campaign has grown from a week-long event to a
month-long worldwide effort, with thousands of individuals participating in awareness activities throughout
October. More than 1 out of every 5 children report
being bullied, which is a large proportion. According to
PACER, anti-bullying education has been shown to be
very significant. In a recent study of elementary schools,
57% of interventions to bullying done by students
stopped bullying within 10 seconds.
Our district, the MMSD, is strongly involved in bullying prevention and awareness. In previous years, several
MMSD elementary and middle schools have participated
in anti-bullying projects such as the Buddy Project. These
schools have completed the buddy pledge: “Be a buddy,
not a bully”, and have also raised awareness through
positive messages and dress up days. Bullying is not
tolerated at Memorial, and students should stand up for
their peers, and seek help from an adult if they or someone they know is being bullied. Here are some ways you
can show your support for national bullying prevention
month:
Wear orange on October 25th: October 25th is Unity
Day! Show your support for bullying prevention by
wearing orange and encouraging your friends to do so
too.
Participate in one of many Run, Walk, Roll events. Attend to show your support!
Don’t be a bystander to bullying: If you are a witness of
bullying, try not to just stand there. Instead, try to stop
the bullying, or get help if the situation is unsafe.

LE CLUB

By Lily Lowndes
Bonjour les étudiants de français! Do you feel dedicated
to the French Language? Do you like watching French
films? Do you just like to eat yummy French food? Well,
you’re in luck because you can participate in all of these
activities and more at Le Club!
Le Club, or French Club, meets every other Tuesday
in room 604 during flex support time at lunch. During
those meetings we plan the events for the month, which
usually happen Fridays after school. Right now we are
working on a design for the French department t-shirts,
so stay tuned for an announcement from Madame or Mademoiselle for information about the design contest!
Even though the club is more geared towards French
students, every student is welcome. For us it is all about
getting immersed in the French culture. Last year, we
made beignets for Mardi Gras, cooked some ratatouille,
played French games, held a bake sale, watched La Vie en
Rose, and went to the French house on campus (where
they speak only french!) for a dinner.
If you are at all interested in Le Club, and want to learn
more, you can talk to either Madame Zupan or Mademoiselle Sparks for more information! We are also on
facebook, and you can add us at JMM French Club 20162017. You can join at any time of the year, and as I said
before- all students are welcome! Hope to see you next
Tuesday!
October Sword & Shield 2017
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NEWS
DEFERRED ACTION
CHILDHOOD ARRIVALS
By Maggie Di Sanza

If you have had access to news of any sort lately, odds
are you have probably caught a glimpse of what events
are occurring surrounding the ‘Deferred Action Childhood Arrivals’ immigration policy, more commonly
known as ‘DACA’. DACA is a program that was put
in place to delay certain individuals’ removal from the
United States. These individuals are known officially as
juveniles who lack current lawful immigration status; they are more casually referred to as ‘Dreamers.’
DACA’s criteria was incredibly broad, and intended to
apply to any persons who immigrated illegally to the
United States before their sixteenth birthday and are
under the age of 31 on July 15, 2012; have continuously resided in the United States since June 15, 2007;
or are enrolled currently in school, have graduated high
school, have received a GED certificate, or have been
honorably discharged from the Armed Forces or Coast
Guard of the United States. If the said individual was
convicted of a felony or significant misdemeanor they
are no longer eligible. At the time it was introduced,
Pew Research Center estimated that over 1.7 million
people in the United States would be eligible for DACA.
In 2012, President Barack Obama tried to introduce
DACA through Congress, but they rejected it during
the legislative process multiple times. President Barack
Obama then decided to establish DACA by executive
branch memorandum. He announced his memorandum in the Rose Garden of the White House on June
15, 2012. This date was chosen because it was the 30th
anniversary of Plyler vs. Doe, the Supreme Court deci8
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sion keeping public schools from charging tuition from
illegal immigrant minors. Since the Obama Administration made this possible, over 79,000 immigrants were
kept from deportation, granted right to work permits
and educational opportunities.
DACA was in place for the entirety of Obama’s
presidency, and for the beginning of President Donald
Trump’s presidency; however, on September 4, 2017,
the Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, wrote a letter to the
Department of Homeland Security expressing his intent
to [through executive actions] end DACA. In the letter,
he explains that DACA, “...was effectuated by the previous administration through executive action, without
proper statutory authority and with no established
end-date, after Congress’ repeated rejection of proposed
legislation that would have accomplished a similar result. Such an open-ended circumvention of immigration
laws was an unconstitutional exercise of authority by
the Executive Branch.”
Based on the released statements of the Homeland
Security Department, President Donald Trump was
faced with the decision of either concluding the program in as orderly of a fashion as possible or allowing
the program to be enjoined by a court. Thus, Secretary
of Homeland Security Duke issued a memorandum that
negated the June 2012 memo that established DACA,
and set forward a plan for phasing out DACA.
As of September 5, 2017, the Department of Homeland Security will adjudicate individual cases and applications for Employment Authorization Documents;
reject any sort of DACA requests and associate applications for Employment Authorization Documents;
adjudicate individual cases surrounding DACA renewal
requests; will terminate the grants of previously issued
deferred action; will not approve any new applications
for advance parole under the standards previously associated with the DACA program; will close any applications for advance parole filed under standards previously associated with the DACA program; and finally, will
continue to exercise the discretionary authority to end
or deny deferred action for any reason, with or without
advanced notice, at any time.
The President’s decision was expected, confirming his support of enforcing the country’s immigration
systems and securing our borders, a value he espoused
during his presidential campaign. However, his decision
has proved to be incredibly contentious as it has been
opposed by leaders of both political parties.
Check out our website:

www.jmmswordandshield.com

ICE AGE FALLS HOUSE
EXPLOSION

By Beatričė Naujalytė
On a Wednesday afternoon, while most of us were
still at school, a house on the West side of Madison exploded. The blast was heard and felt throughout the Ice
Age Falls neighborhood. Police and firefighters quickly
rushed to the scene, which, horrifyingly, consisted of
piles and piles of small debris.
The blast, which occurred at 2:00PM, was initially
thought to be an accident due to a gas leak. A similar
explosion had occurred in Madison a year ago when the
Fitchburg home of Brian Grittner was totally destroyed
in an accidental natural gas leak. The blast left debris
nearly a mile away, severely damaged nearby homes,
and left Grittner with a long and hard road to recovery.
However, neighbors and reporters quickly grew suspicious of the incident on Stratton Way. Not long after
the explosion, officials announced that they had made
contact with a homeowner, but wouldn’t say which.
They also claimed that they didn’t know if anyone was
in the house. It was later announced that a body had
been found, but nothing about the identity of the body
was released.
The suspicions were confirmed on Sunday, September 17th when Chief Koval announced in a press

HURRICANE SEASON
2017

By Amit Rajesh
Hurricane Harvey. Hurricane Irma. Hurricane Jose.
Hurricane Maria. Hurricane Lee.
The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season has been horrible.
Of the 5 Category 3 or higher hurricanes this year,
3 of them made landfall in either the mainland US or
Puerto Rico. Harvey heavily flooded Houston, Irma left
6.2 million Floridians without power, and Maria has
absolutely destroyed Puerto Rico and left most of the
entire island without power.
In the Caribbean, things have possibly been even
worse. Irma passed through most of these islands as a
much stronger storm than it was when it hit Florida.
Many of these same islands were also hit by Maria before Maria reached Puerto Rico. Also, these islands are
far less equipped to deal with natural disasters like these
than mainland America.
We haven’t seen a hurricane season like this since
2005, and many people are in desperate need of assistance. If you want to help, organizations like Oxfam (for
the Caribbean), American Red Cross, Salvation Army,
and Global Giving are great places to donate money. If
you want to donate elsewhere, that’s fine; just make sure
to do research to make sure your organization of interest is not a scam.

conference that the body found in the house was that
of 50-year-old Lee Anne Pirus. She had been dead for
weeks, maybe months. According to Fox 6 Now, “The
Dane County medical examiner’s office says she died from
‘homicidal firearm trauma.’”
Her husband, 59-year-old Steven Pirus, was arrested
after admitting to blowing up the home. Pirus claims to
have shot her because his wife asked him to kill her. His
bond is set at $1 million.
The story has even been covered on a national level,
with US News publishing a short recap of the events.

TRIBUTE TO EDITH
WINDSOR

By Leah Vredenbregt
On September 12,
2017, the world lost
Edith “Edie” Windsor,
whose legacy will live
on forever. In her 88
year life, she did more
than most can imagine.
Windsor and her
first love, Thea Spyer,
were legally married in Canada in 2007, but their marriage was not recognized by the IRS when Spyer died
in 2009. Because of this, tax rights that heterosexual
couples had were not granted to Windsor. She decided
to take a stand for marriage equality.
She changed the nation for the better by helping
bring equality to LGBTQ people. In 2013, she brought
a case to the supreme court, whose ruling permitted same sex marriage in 13 states and the District of
Columbia. The case Windsor presented is what helped
lead the Supreme Court to rule that same sex marriage
is to be allowed throughout the country. That landmark
decision on June 26, 2015, was a day everyone, regardless of gender or sexual orientation, could celebrate.

October Sword & Shield 2017
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
EMMYS
RECAP

By Lauryn Anthony

On September 17th the
69th Primetime Emmy
Awards aired on CBS.
Stephen Colbert was a
great choice for a host, as
there was no doubt that
the award show would
mention the current Administration. The current
host of the Late Show was
a past correspondent on
the Daily Show with Jon
Stewart and after that the
host of the Colbert Report, both news satire television programs, so he’d
had plenty of experience
finding humourous ways
to talk about current news.
The Emmys opened
with Colbert leading a
musical number about
the nightmare reality has
become, with lyrics like,
10

“So, friends, I know that
the world may be the
worst we’ve ever seen. But
it’s never been better on
your TV screen”. After,

Colbert came out on stage
to deliver his opening
monologue. He ended it

Lena Waithe

Riz Ahmed

with bringing out former
White House Press Secretary, Sean Spicer, who
declared, “This will be the
largest audience to witness
an Emmys period, both
in person and around the
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world”.
Later, Alec Baldwin accepted his award for outstanding supporting actor
in a comedy series, saying,
“I suppose I
should say at
long last Mr.
President,
here is your
Emmy”.
Baldwin
won the
award for
his impersonation of
Trump on
“Saturday
Night Live”.
Some other highlights
of the night were a skit
of RuPaul as the Emmy

this year’s outstanding lead
actor in a drama, was not
allowed to finish his acceptance speech. The This
is Us star was not given
the same amount of time
as other winners, Nicole
Kidman had been given
much more time to finish her speech. Later, the
actor finished his speech
backstage.
The night closed with
the announcement of
outstanding drama series.
This year’s winner was
Hulu’s adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian
novel, “The Handmaid’s
Tale”. Showrunner Bruce
Miller ended the acceptance speech with a call to

Donald Glover

statue, and Christopher
Jackson (Hamilton, Moana) singing Stevie Wonder’s “As” during the In
Memoriam.
Some outrage happened
when Sterling K. Brown,

action, saying, “Go home,
get to work, we have a lot
of things to fight for”.
There were also many
history making winners
this year. Donald Glover
Continued on page __...

WHAT KIND OF
SALAD ARE YOU?
By Deney Li

Pick a motto…
A)You don’t drown by falling into water.
You drown by staying in there.
B) Not single. Not taken. Just Hungry.
C) Life is a one time offer. Use it well.
D) Walking with a friend in the dark is
better than alone in the light.
Pick a #hashtag…
A) #240characters
B) #Halloweencandy
C) #LiveLaughLove
D) #PSL (Pumpkin Spice Latte)
A Tornado is coming. What do you
do?
A) Run to another state. You need to
live!
B) Raid the grocery store and buy everthing.
C) Complete items on your bucket list. If
you’re going to die, you’ll die happy.
D) Hide in the basement with your family and possessions.
Your ideal Halloween would be
spent…
A) Catching up on your fancy AP homework.
B) Baking Halloween-themed cookies
and cakes.
C) Hitting up all the scariest haunted
houses.
D) Going with friends to costume par-

Find out your result on

OCTOBER DOODLE

www.jmmswordandshield.com!

By Lauryn Anthony
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HOROSCOPES

By Sam Bartkowiak & Sara Sheibani

12

Libra (Sep
23-Oct 22):
Now is a
critical time
for you to
grow as a person. With
everything that you are
trying to accomplish, don’t
forget to indulge and let
yourself relax a little bit.
Remember that balance is
key this month!

Scorpio (Oct
23-Nov 21):
As fall commences
you should
remember to believe in
yourself. This is your time
to meet new people and
make charming first impressions. However, take
your time to make any big
decisions!

Sagittarius
(Nov 22-Dec
21): Everything may
seem somewhat hectic right now, and
starting something new
may not be the best idea
this month. However, everything you have already
started will turn out even
better than you originally
expected!

Capricorn
(Dec 22-Jan
19): Though
you normally
take risks
and are the life of the party, this month try to focus
on clearing up misunderstandings. This may seem
like an ambitious task,
but it will be important to
avoid any new drama that
may be lurking.

Aquarius
(Jan 20-Feb
18): Some
things may
be changing
with the people around
you, but don’t let this mess
you up- this month is for
you to meet new people
and make new memories!
Stay strong and power
through your goals this
month, no matter what
obstacles you may face.

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20): With
everything
that’s going
on around you, you may
feel overwhelmed, but
don’t let that hinder your
mood. Remember to be
diplomatic in the trying
times of this month- and
stay in good spirits, as
everything will be as it is
meant to be.

Aries (March
21-April 19):
This month
forecasts that
the House of Self is not
powerful this month. The
interests of others should
be your priority this
month, and you may have
to put aside your initiative and enterprise for the
present.

Taurus
(April 20May 20):
This month
forecasts that
the planetary strength is
located in the Northern
Hemisphere, so family and
emotional concerns will be
in the background, while
career and worldly ambitions will be predominant.

Gemini
(May 21June 20):
Movement
of Jupiter
will alter your romantic
life extensively. The Solar
Eclipse will keep a present
Gemini love affair on trial
and may even endanger it.

Cancer
(June 21July 22):
The Cancer
Horoscope
predicts that you will face
significant changes in your
lives this month. You are
influenced by the planets
Jupiter and Mars, while
the Solar and the Lunar
Eclipses also impact your
lives for the better.

Leo (July
23-Aug 22):
The House
of Family is very
dominant this month. Due
to planetary movements,
family concerns along
with emotional matters
will be in center stage for
the Leo zodiac. Career also
will be very active due to
the influence of Mars.

Virgo (Aug
23-Sep 22):
Jupiter will
influence
your intellectual habits this month.
You will find yourself
deeply interested in expanding your knowledge,
as well as understanding
of subjects to others by
means of teaching or communication.
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METROID MAKES A
COMEBACK IN METROID: SAMUS RETURNS

By Michael Rehani
Angry mobs are typically reserved for rather
despicable acts. These range from witchcraft and
controversial political bills to Nintendo ending
the several year hiatus on the Metroid series with
Metroid Prime: Federation Force. When Nintendo announced the game, it received mainly
negative responses and, needless to say, the game
did not sell very well. As a result, on September
15th, when Nintendo released their latest game in the
Metroid series, Metroid: Samus Returns, I was skeptical.
The game, which is exclusively for the Nintendo 3DS,
goes for a retail price of $39.99; is it any good? Does it
deserve angry mobs like the last Metroid game? Let’s
find out!
Metroid: Samus Returns is actually a remake of the
Gameboy game Metroid II: Return of Samus. As a result, the stories are quite similar. Samus Aran, a bounty
hunter was sent by the Galactic Federation to the planet
Zebes to stop space pirates from using polymorphic
organisms called Metroids as weapons. The Galactic
Federation is the sovereign government in the Metroid
universe. I am guessing that this is before Rick Sanchez
(from the TV show, Rick and Morty) dismantled the

federation. After the pirates were defeated, the federation investigated the planet and detected that there were
still Metroids present. As a result, they called Samus
again to exterminate the species once and for all, which
included the Queen Metroid. In the process, she encountered a Metroid egg which hatched in front of her.
Seeing Samus, the Metroid imprints on her, and Samus cannot kill it. Samus and her new buddy, the baby
Metroid, head back to her ship when she is (SPOILER)
greeted by the main antagonist of the series and final
boss of the game, Ridley. After defeating Ridley, the end
credits foreshadow what is to happen in the next game
in the series, Metroid Fusion. The story of the game was
good, but nothing too groundbreaking.
Go online to find out more about his opinion!

www.jmmswordandshield.com

...Continued from page __
to win the award for outstanding director on a comedy
series for his show Atlanta.
Lena Waithe, an actress in Netflix’s Master of None,
won outstanding writing for a comedy series alongside
the show’s star Aziz Ansari. She is the first black woman
to win the award.
Sterling K. Brown won the emmy for outstanding lead
actor in actor in a drama, the first black actor to win the
award in two decades (Andre Braugher won in 1998).
Riz Ahmed was the first man of asian descent to win
an acting emmy for his role in The Night Of.
Also, Veep star Julia Louis-Dreyfus is the first person
to win six consecutive emmy awards.
Hulu is also now the only streaming service to win
outstanding drama series for the show the Handmaid’s
Tale.
October Sword & Shield 2017
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OCTOBER ARTIST OF THE
MONTH:
SARAH SCHOFIELD
By Aly Rader

What art classes have you taken at Memorial?
Drawing 1 and Ceramics 1
How old were you when you began to do art?
I started when I was in preschool. I would go up to the easel
they had and throw whatever color paint they had on it. I’d
finger paint basic things that I would see around the house,
like the green bay logo, a cat. Just simple things like that.
What is your favorite piece you have made/Why?
A mug with octopus tentacles sketched into it that I made at
clay camp. It’s one of my favorites because originally it was
just an excuse to go over and sit with my friends that were
sculpting. I even planned to throw the mug out, but after a
while I really go into it and a lot of people were impressed,
along with myself, on how good it turned out in the end.
What is something you want to make/Why?
I want to make more things in ceramics like mugs and vases,
I really enjoy working with the clay. A goal that I am working towards is putting a over exaggerated face on a mug, just
because I love throwing mugs but I like to sculpt little things
with big detail.
From where do you find inspiration for your art pieces?
I look towards my friends because they are always open with
most things that I show them and help a lot with constructive criticism. They also show me their work in return so that
I can find new ideas to improve my work, or projects I have
down the road.
What is a field of art you would like to learn more about/
why?
Education because it’s my dream to be an art teacher. I love
the idea of helping people and having fun with it. It just
seems laid back.
What do you hope to accomplish with your artwork?
I hope to go to college and graduate with a major in education and a minor in art. Hopefully I can get improve to the
point that I could get scholarships and such.
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FALL THEMED CROSSWORD
By Timothy Zhang

Across
3. The dance in the fall
4. You go to the orchard to pick these
6. These fall in the fall
11. Many people drink this special coffee beverage during fall
13. The main dish of Thanksgiving
14. This type of pastry becomes very common during
the fall
17. Last month of Fall
18. Grows on a stalk
19. You can pick this and carve a face into it

Down
1. Holiday that people dress up and get free candy
2. Animal that likes hiding nuts
4. Another word for Fall
5. Most popular sport in the USA
7. First month of fall
8. Used to gather leaves
9. Holiday where you eat a ton of food
10. Article of clothing wrapped around the neck
12. The best weather to wear this article of clothing
15. The leaves change _____ during the fall
16. Used to scare away birds

October Sword & Shield 2017
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SPORTS

Hey Memorial, get to know
your athletes! This month, we
have five prep profiles featuring athletes from cross country, soccer, volleyball and
swimming. Check them out
on the next page.

SERVING OUR WAY
THROUGH SEASON

By Amulya Suresh
Girl’s Tennis kicked off the season with strong finishes against tough opponents. Varsity snagged 1st place
at the Dane County Invite, taking down teams including
Sun Prairie and Deforest. JV followed up by winning
the Oregon Invite after facing Waunakee, Edgewood,
and
Stoughton. At the 1-94 challenge, Varsity took down
Arrowhead in a set of close matches. In the regular
matches that followed, JMM moved on to beat Lafollette, East, Verona, and Beloit.

They grabbed an impressive victory against Janesville Craig and Janesville Parker with an unanswered
7-0 score both times. JV concluded their season with
a 4 th Place finish at conference, just behind Verona.
Varsity finished the regular season strong with 1 st
place at the Oshkosh invite, beating out D.C Everest, De
Pere, Kenosha Tremper, Lincoln, Manitowoc, Oshkosh
North, Oshkosh West, and Sun Prairie. Memorial is
now ranked 8 th in Wisconsin’s Division 1.With a powerful ranking, the team is ready to dominate at the Big 8
Conference and continue on to sectionals and state!
October Sword & Shield 2017
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A: The season is flying by very
quickly. I can’t believe how fast
it’s going by. The final duel
meet is on Tuesday Oct 17th at
Middleton. Then, we have our
big end of the year meets leading
By Rahima Osman
Year: Junior
up to State which is on NovemVolleyball Highlight: First game of the
ber 11.
Q: Who are your biggest comseason
Q: What is the best thing about
My most memorable moment in volleyball: petitors this year?
Swim season?
A: Our biggest competition is
Remaining undefeated
A: It’s such a hard question. I
definitely West and Sun Prairie.
I wish we could play against: Middleton
would have to say the accomBoth teams are challenging, and
Most inspirational teammate: Jack Krumplished feeling you get at your
it is very fun to race them.
bach
end of the year meet.
Q: What is something that
Favorite food: Pineapples
The team’s hard work finally
you like about the swimming
Favorite opponent: West
pays off.
Are you planning to play after high-school: team room?
Q:When are your next meets?
A: I love everything about it.
No
A:September 28th @ Janesville
Everyone on the team is exFavorite Subject: US History
Craig, Sept 30th swim invite @
One thing you like about Coach Collins: His tremely hardworking. We get
Middleton, and Oct 6th vs Janesto go through hard sets and
passion
ville Parker @ JMM, 5 pm.
dance parties all in one day. It’s
How long have you been playing volleyQ: When do you guys practice?
awesome! Everyone is supportball: One year
A: We practice three mornings
Standout players on the team: Jack and Gage ive of each other. I couldn’t ask
a week starting at 6 am. Then,
for a better team!
Krumbach and THE Grayson Lehman
we also have afternoon practice
Q: How long is left in the
Captains this year: Gage Krumbach, and
from Monday through Saturday.
season?
Roark Lundal
It is busy but definitely worth it.
Q: How has the season been
going?
A: The season has been great!
Everyone is swimming super
fast, and cheering each other on
along the way. We have won
against West and Sun Prairie,
our closest competitors. I can’t
wait to see how the rest of the
season goes.

PREP PROFILE: ZACK PREP PROFILE: MEGHAN
WOLLEN
By Rahima Osman
MCMAHON
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PREP PROFILE:
CALLUM FETTIPLACE

PREP PROFILE: CORRA GRIFFIN

Year: 11/junior
Cross Country Highlights: I love
the after-race feeling
Favorite Subject: Jazz band
Quick Quote: “Men plan, fate
laughs.” - Jim Butcher
Three words to describe me: Intelligent, snarky, and empathetic
My most memorable moment:
When I ran Midwest last year and I
pr’ed by 3 minutes
Best thing about cross country: Being with my teammates
Favorite athlete: I don’t have one
Favorite opponent: West because i
have friends there
Favorite movie: Monty Python and
the Holy Grail
Favorite TV show: Dirk Gently
Holistic Detective
Favorite food: Tuna salad
Top song: Furr - Pink Guy
I wish I drove a: Car
I like Memorial because: All of my
friends (except for people at west)
go here
I wish we could compete with:
I don’t know, anybody capable of
running
Dream date: The movies
Post high school plans: I’m going to
enlist in the service

Year: 12th Grade
Cross Country Highlights: Singing “Build
Me Up Buttercup” before races, the team
sleepover, and getting to meet new people
Favorite Subject: English
Quick Quote: “Get one more”
Three words to describe me: Determined,
caring, friendly
Most memorable moment in sports: When
I ran with Quinnlan Jones and Maya Casanova at conference because we helped each
other the whole way and I wouldn’t have
pushed myself without them.
I like about cross country: I love the feeling
I get from running, it’s like nothing else
Nickname: Coco
Favorite athlete: Simone Biles
Favorite opponent: Sun Prairie
Favorite movie: Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind
Favorite TV show: The Office
Favorite song: Good Vibrations by the Beach
Boys
I wish I drove: Volkswagen Bug
I like Memorial because: It is my senior year
Dream date: James Franco
Post high-school plan: I plan to go to Edgewood College next year. While I’m there I
will compete in both cross country and track
and field. I also want to become a nurse and
get into the nursing program there as soon
as possible.

By Kari Larsen

By Kari Larsen

PREP PROFILE: SHAAH
KANHIALAL
By Rahima Osman

Year: Senior
Sport: Soccer
Ronaldo or Messi: Ronaldo
Favorite thing about soccer: Competing with different schools
How long have you been
playing Soccer: About 7
years now
Planning to play for college: Yes
Which college: Georgia
State
First Celebrity Crush:
Megan Fox
Three words to describe
you: Handsome, Swole and
Athletic
Favorite Songs: Chicken
Fried by Zac Brown
Favorite Vacation Spot:
Dubai
Dream Date: The Starbucks
at the Eiffel Tower
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OPINIONS
his protest even though they
were criticized by many fans
for disrespecting the United
States.
The movement didn’t pick
up much traction last year,
and Kaepernick was unsigned
this year, with the 49ers stating that it was due to football
performance. But the reason he
hasn’t been picked up by other
teams leaves many to think that
it may be more than football
that’s stopping teams from
signing Kaepernick, and that
perhaps the controversy behind
his protests is a reason why. It
is also unclear if Kaepernick’s
salary request kept teams from
signing him.
Cowboys kneeling during a game.
The controversy surrounding NFL players kneeling during the national anthem had relatively died
down, but was recently reignited by Trump. On
By Shruti Sathish and Leah Vredenbregt
Friday, September 21st, during a rally for Alabama
Trump has once again made headlines. This time it’s for Republican Senate candidate Luther Strange,Trump
calling out NFL players for kneeling during the national
criticized the NFL and said that team owners should
anthem to protest racial inequality. He has referred to those fire players for taking a knee during the national
players with foul names, along with denying that their
anthem, because he believes it is a sign of disrespect
kneeling has anything to do with race.
to the United States and its flag. He also added that
Kneeling during the national anthem was a movement
if fans left the stadium when players knelt, things
started by former San Francisco 49ers quarterback, Colin
would definitely come to a stop.
Kaepernick. Kaepernick, who is biracial and was born to
On Sunday, September 24th, a day with 14 NFL
a white woman and a black man, was adopted as a young
matchups, players and staff of every team were faced
child into a white family. Although his parents treated him with a decision; kneel for the anthem or stand.
like their own son, he has admitted that he’s always felt difSome teams- players, staff and owners- locked
ferent, especially in public. Kaepernick believes that racial
inequality still exists in the United States, and decided to
“On Sunday, September 24th, a
protest that after the acts of police brutality against African
day with 14 NFL matchups, players
Americans in places like Ferguson and Baltimore.
Kaepernick’s first protest occurred about a year ago,
and staff of every team were faced
when he simply sat on the bench during the national anwith a decision; kneel for the anthem at one of the preseason games. After that, he began
to take a more upfront approach by kneeling during the
them or stand.”
national anthem. Several other NFL players began to join
October Sword & Shield 2017
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NFL AND TRUMP

arms in unity on the side of the field, with some players
kneeling. Every team had some sort of a response. Our
local Green Bay Packers stood with arms locked, while
some players chose to kneel. In Dallas, the entire team,
including owner Jerry Jones, knelt with locked arms before the national anthem, and then stood up during the
anthem. They were booed, even though the host team,
the Arizona Cardinals,
were also locking arms.
Whether that occurred
because of what they did
or simply because they
were the Cowboys is
hard to say.
The issue with players choosing a side in this
issue is that one side goes
against the president,
and the other, in a way,
goes against teammates.
Trump has stated that
kneeling during the national anthem disrespects
America and its flag. He said during a press conference
that when a player kneels, owners should say “Get that
son of b**** off the field right now, he’s fired!”
Kneeling during the national anthem was not intended as disrespect, it was intended to bring awareness. However, that is not the way many, including the
president, have perceived it.
Not taking a stance and staying silent, like the play-
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ers of the Pittsburgh Steelers who chose to stay in the
locker room during the national anthem as a way to not
get involved in the controversy, means risking backlash
from those who are opposed to Trump’s statements.
However, in reality, taking a stance for either side
does not necessarily mean kneeling or not kneeling,
but instead should mean making clear where on the
issue you stand.
Whether that is
by kneeling, making a statement,
or locking arms,
in this situation,
it is important for
players who agree
or disagree with
Trump’s statements
to voice their opinions and thoughts.
When the Steelers chose to stay
silent, choosing to
not partake in the
politics, the public was only more disappointed.
Especially in the NFL, an organization with a large
number of African Americans, it is important for one
to voice their opinion in someway, whether he/she is in
agreement or disagreement with Trump’s statements.
It’s important for everyone to be aware of the power of
their first amendment rights and exercise them.

Is climate change behind the recent
string of hurricanes? Two opinions:

Downed trees on a San Juan street after hurricane Maria.

CLIMATE CHANGE: GASOLINE FOR THE HURRICANE SEASON

By Evanka Annyapu and Kelly Wu
The three major hurricanes that have hit so far in
2017 only serve as further strong indicators of anthropogenic climate change. Although historically, this
hurricane season is not the one with the most storms,
the evidence for climate change lies in the strengths of
Harvey, Irma and Maria and the amount of damage they
incurred in the Atlantic region. At this moment, Puerto
Rico is still in crisis mode from the destruction caused
by Hurricane Maria. Although a week has passed, reports from NPR still show that “many hospitals are still
shut down and the few that are open are operating with
just emergency generator power” (Greg Allen,

CLIMATE CHANGE: NOT
THE REASON

By Amit Rajesh
For those believing that rising average temperatures are definitely the reason for the increase in hurricanes, we should see more severe storm seasons as
time progresses. But consider this: we have had a total
of 13 storms this hurricane season. While this may seem
like a lot, this number does not even crack the top 10
in total number of storms in a hurricane season since
1851. Number 1 is 2005, with 28 storms. Number 2 is all
the way back in 1933, with 20. At third place, 2012 and
2011 are tied with 1887. 2017, in fact, is just one above
the average of 12 storms per season.
Some may argue that the number of storms is not an
adequate measure of how bad a storm season is. However, when comparing the number of hurricanes per hur
October Sword & Shield 2017
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NPR). Puerto Rico experienced an island-wide power
shortage. Other locations- including island countries
such as the Dominican Republic and Haiti- have also
experienced catastrophic levels of damage; and the reason why damage levels are up exceptionally is tied to
the rising ocean levels. According to Climate Signals,
“Climate change has already contributed about 8 inches
(0.19 meters) to global sea level rise, and this has dramatically amplified the impact of cyclones by increasing baseline elevations for waves and storm surge. A
small vertical increase in sea level can translate into a
very large increase in horizontal reach by storm surge
depending upon local topography.” As soon as the
ocean level increases marginally, storms are able to
reach further inland and damage more infrastructure.
Especially for cities on the edge of the water, this can
mean the difference of a couple hundred thousand dollars in damage.
Furthermore, increased rainfall caused by climate
change has strengthened the hurricanes. The immense
amount of water Hurricane Harvey has dumped on
Texas is estimated to be about 33 trillion gallons. The
hurricane has also caused $180 billion in damages. A
glance at the economic impact hurricanes have been
causing has only directed scientists towards research
on how global warming has increased the rainfall
from heavy rainstorms. According to noaaclimate.gov,
in 1900, there was a reported 23 inches of rainfall of
3-day average rainfalls to 25 inches today. The 3-day
average rainfall has increased 10% since.
As temperatures have been rising, hotter air holds
onto more moisture and results with stronger hurricanes. This may not be the sight for global warming at
this very moment, but it is becoming a pertinent issue
and the seeing the strength and damage these category
five hurricanes have caused this year, this can only
mean the gradual increase in climate change. Does it
exist? Yes. Is climate change becoming more and more
of an issue that we should be aware of for the future?
Yes.

What do you think? Go to:
www.jmmswordandshield.com
to take part in our poll!
Want to submit YOUR opinion? Send it to:
memorialswordandshield@
gmail.com
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ricane season, it can be seen once again that 2017 has yet
to reach the top 10. 2005 is number one again, followed
by 2010 and then 1969, 1887, and 1950. When comparing the number of major hurricanes as well, 2017 does
not reach the top 10 for a third time. This time, 1950 is
first place, followed by 2005 and 1999.
Additionally, others claim that none of those statistics
are accurate measurements. Fine, let’s get more complex
and compare hurricane seasons by their Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE). 2005 and 1950 take first and second
place here, too. In fact, only two seasons (2005 and 2004)
are not from the 1990s or earlier.
So if warming temperatures were the reason for the
increase in hurricanes, then we should see more storms,
more hurricanes, more major hurricanes, and more accumulated cyclone energy as time goes on. But the data
is inconsistent with this theory, as many times the main
leaders in these categories are from years such as 1933,
1969, and even the 1800s- but never 2017.
Do I believe that climate change exists? Yes. But is it the
driving force for this hurricane season? No.
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